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THE ROSE TULIP
This color belongs to the decent shades of pastels which could contain the delicate pink along with the 

elegant and clear white as well.

In many countries they look at this color as a symbol of the feminity because of the style and class of the 

shade. These trendy colors are covers perfectly by itself as well as if we use it with other colors.

New! 3S120
3 STEP

CrystaLac

New! R155
Royal Gel

New! 1S86
ONE STEP 
CrystaLac

New! 3S123
3 STEP

CrystaLac



2 3

TRENDCOLOR 2020
This nail was made with the new R154 Floatin Island, the new R155 Rose Tulip Royal Gels, and the 

new 6, 7 Glam Glitters and the Jewel Stickers by Mária Koncsik-Király.ii



5ml – 15ml – 50ml –

NEW!
XTREME SUPERIOR GEL
Xtreme builder Gel
with citrus scent
The new generation of builder gels which looks a little bit purple-ish in the jar but it is 

crystal clear during and after the curing. Medium dense but it is super strong and yet it’s 

flexiable and it can be easily filed. You can use it for sculpting short or long nails as well.

Apply it with softer brush: Gel brush 6, Xtreme Gel Brush, Nero Merlo II.

Curve time UV: 20-25sec, LED: 8-10sec

CURE time UV: 2-3min, LED: 1-2min

This nail was made with the new Xtreme Superior Gel, 

Builder White Renewed Gel by Virág Halász.

ii

New! Xtreme Superior Gel
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2020 SPRING-SUMMER / NEW! XTREME SUPERIOR BUILDER CLEAR GEL
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2020 SPRING-SUMMER / NEW! CRYSTALAC COVER NR. 1
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4ml – 8ml – 

NEW!
CRYSTALAC COVER NR. 1
The idolized Cover Pink now 
available in 3Step CrystaLac!
The most popular shades of the nailbed among the customers and professionals.

The color of this gel is perfectly matches most of the customers, so it will be a lot of help 

for you to make babyboomer, nude or classic french nails. Use it shiny or matte, it will be 

fabulous anyway. 

This nail was made with the new CrystaLac Cover Nr. 1 and the new 

Holo-ombre Transferfoil Kit by Dóra Doviscsák.

ii

N
ew! C

rystaLac Cover Nr. 1
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4ml – 8ml – 

NEW!
3 STEP CRYSTALAC
Trend colors Spring-Summer 2020
SPECTACULAR COLORS IN 3 STEPS!

Our CrystaLacs of the Spring has fabulous and cheerful shades! The decent 3S119 Vanilla 

Latte and the 3S120 Strawberry Mousse are softly represent the cheerful colors, meanwhile 

the new 3S121 Neon Grapefruit and the new 3S122 Sunny Yellow are the best choise of the 

season.

This nail was made with the new 3S119 Vanilla Latte, the new 3S120 

Straberry mousse and the new 3S121 Sunny Yellow 3Step CrystaLac 

by Alexa Méhész

ii
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New! 3S119 New! 3S120 New! 3S122New! 3S121

CN advise: You can find 

The Fantasy Land 3Step 

CrystaLac Kit which can 

be transform to a display 

on page 24-25.



2020 SPRING-SUMMER / NEW! 3 STEP CRYSTALAC 
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2020 SPRING-SUMMER / NEW! FAIRY 3 STEP CRYSTALAC 
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4ml – 

NEW!
FAIRY 3 STEP CRYSTALAC
Trend Colors Spring-Summer 2020
SPECTACULAR COLORS IN 3 STEPS!

Our Spring Fairy collection inspired by the magical world of fairy tales. The amazing 

fairy wings appear on our soft CrystaLacs with a lot of sparkles in it. Get these stunning 

Crystalac shades 4 different colors! 

ii

New! 3S123 New! 3S124 New! 3S126New! 3S125
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This nail was made with the new 3S123 Fairy Coral, the new 3S124 Fair Rose and 

the new 3S125 Fairy Princess by Roxana Sárközy-Eigner.

CN advise: You can find 

The Fairy Tale 3 Step 

CrystaLac Kit which can 

be transform to a display 

on page 24-25.



4ml – 8ml – 

NEW!
ONE STEP CRYSTALAC
Trend Colors Spring-Summer 2020
FAST GEL POLISH WITH VIVID COLORS

When the first flowers appear and the spring is around the corner, it’s time for a little 

fresh-up with our new One Step shades. We’re wondering that you could resist the 

temptation of 1S86 Rosebery Romance and the 1S87 Soft Marshmallow! Or would you 

rather make your days colorful with the 1S88 Creamy Cranberry and the 1S89  Cling Mint? 

It’s completely up to you!

This nail was made with the new 1S86 Rosberry Romance, 

the new 1S87 Soft Marshmallow, the new 1S88 Creamy 

Cranberry and the new 1S89 Cling Mint by Alexandra 

Méhész.

ii
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New! 1S86 New! 1S87 New! 1S89New! 1S88

CN advise: You can find 

theSecret Garden 1Step 

CrystaLac Kit which can 

be transform to a display 

on page 24-25.



2020 SPRING-SUMMER / NEW! ONE STEP CRYSTALAC
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2020 SPRING-SUMMER / NEW! ROYAL GEL
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4,5ml – *3ml – 

NEW!
ROYAL GEL
Trend Colors Spring-Summer 2020
Fresh-up your supplies with the spring shades of Royal Gels! Enjoy the new R154 Floating 

Island which is perfectly matches with the new R155 Rose Tulip. If you would like to break 

up with the pastels, choose the new and lively R156 Vibrant Orange or be confident with 

the new R157 Spring Turquise which is a similar shade of the color of this year!

*Try these new colors in a 3ml version for a limited time!
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This nail was made with the new R154 Floating Island, 

the new R155 Rose Tulip, the new R156 Vibrant Orange 

and the new R157 Spring Turquise Royal Gels by 

Alexandra Méhész.

ii

New! R154 New! R155 New! R157New! R156

CN advise: You can find 

the Neverending Story 

Royal Gel Kit which can 

be transform to a display 

on page 24-25.



4ml – 

NEW!
MOSAIC CRYSTAL LIQUID
Decoration gel with cracking effect.
Go crazy with our new spring shades by the Mosaic Crystal Liquid decoration gel. Use this on vivid color or any 

sparkling material and let the liquid do its job! If you would like to reach a smaller cracks, apply it in a thin layer 

but if you want to see more massive, more spectacular cracks, use it in a thicker layer.
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New! White
New! Baby Pink New! PinkNew! Peach

THE USAGE OF THE MOSAIC CRYSTAL LIQUID:

1. Prepare the nails in a usual way, then we apply an optional 

cleansing color (any 3 Step CrystaLac, or color gel, even 

better: any sparkling base), and cure it in UV/LED lamp.

2. If we use a non-cleansing color, we have to apply some 

material with cleansing attributes (Compact Base Gel Clear, 

Pro Foil Gel Clear), in order to get a perfect cleansing (sticky) 

surface for the Mosaic Crystal Liquid. 

3. Apply 1 layer of Mosaic Crystal Liquid on the surface of the 

nail and wait for it to dry on air which can depends on the 

thickness of the layer (it could be 2-3 min), but you can make 

the drying period faster with a ventilator (/fan). 

4. When it complitely dried and the whole surface has 

cracked everywhere, file the free edge of the nail and cover 

it with Cool Top Gel Universal in 2 layers in a way to close it 

properly.



This nail was made with the new 3S124 Fary Rose 3 Step 

CrystaLac; the decoration was made with the new Mosaic 

Crystal Liquid, the 808 3D thick color gel, Royal Cream 12 and 

Mini Rosegold microbeads by Dóra Kesztyűs.

i
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2020 SPRING-SUMMER / NEW! MOSAIC CRYSTAL LIQUID
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2020 SPRING-SUMMER / EGYÉB CRYSTAL NEWDONSÁGOK



Prepare your favourite tips because the Crystal Demo Plates has 

arrived! Apply your decorated tips on it easily and you’re ready to 

make some pics for any social media or even if you just show them 

in person to your customers! The Crystal Demo Plate is the perfect 

way for you to organize your tips and most importantly, you can make 

easier to choose for your customers.

The size of the Oval Demo Plate is usually 9cm diameter (the size of 

the pieces of this shape can be different from each other).

CN advise: Use the new Silicone TipTape or TipFix for this product.

NEW!
CRYSTAL DEMO PLATE
Oval, square

This nail was made with the new 1S87 Soft Marshmallow, the new 1S88 Creamy 

Cranberry and the new 1S89 Cling Mint; the decoration was made with the new Glam 

Glitters by Dóra Doviscsák.
ii

NEW! GLAM GLITTERS

NEW!  MERMAID 
POWDER#5

The spring sparkle is going to continue: get our 4 new shades of Glam 

Glitters! Change your customer’s nail into a playful sparkling wonder! 

Easy-to-use: push them into some sticky layer or mix it with top shine 

and apply it with this way.

There is no such thing as too much sparkle!

Spring Sparkle: cheer your customers up 

with longlasting shine! No one can look 

away from their nails if you use it.
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Glam Glitters 6

Sellőpor #5

Glam Glitters 7

Glam Glitters 8 Glam Glitters 9

Sq
uar
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Oval – Square –



NEW!
JEWEL STICKER
Shine like a bright and spectacular jewel! Our beloved stickers got some 9 new mixes. If you would like to make a perfect marble patter 

with one move, or some delicious cookie or fruit, then you are in the right place! Easy-to-handle jewel stickers and thanks for the thin and 

flexiable material, perfectly fit on the surface. The cohesion is the best on thy shiny and dry surface (3S crystaLac and OS, or 1S CrystaLac 

without top shine. GL crystalac colors but only on cleansed top shine. In order to stay on for long, cover it with top gel.

31 34
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NEW! FUN&FORM 
SILICONE FORM - 
Flowers
Make your own kind of decorations  with your self-made stones! The new Fun&Form 

Silicone Form has dressed up for the spring as well, so you can make flowers with it 

too, which they are perfect accessory for the decorations of the new season!

You can make 15 new different shapes and sizes of stones with this new form. Be 

creative and use glitters, Nailfettis, beads, colors, Camea Gels, as a matter of fact, 

you can use anything to make your own rhinestone or RoyalCream forms. We can 

reach the best results with using non-cleansing materials, because these materials 

will remain smooth and shiny after removing from the form. The best choise is the 

Fun&Form Gel obviously.

Sizes: 5x4x0,4 cm, the depths is 2,5 mm.
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NEW!
TRANSFERFOIL KIT 
Holo-ombre
Are you crazy about transferfoils too? Then we have a good news for you! 

Our new selection of holo and ombre effects are waiting just for you! It can 

be applied to any surface easily with Pro Foil Gel. This kit contains different 

and colorful transferfoilsin cheerful spring shades. Leave the melancoly and 

be fabulous with the new Holo-Ombre Transferfoils!
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This nail was made with Milky White Compact 

Base Gel, the decoration was made with the new 

Holo-Ombre Transferfoil Kit by Roxana Sárközy-

Eigner.

ii

NEW! PEDICURE TOOLS
Thanks for the outstanding quality and the stainless steel their working capacity is exceptional! Easy to use.

NEW! EXKAVATOR

A tool which makes the pedi technician’s job 

so much more! Use it for cleaning the nail 

grooves, ingrown nails treatment and cleaning.

NEW! DOUBLE-ENDED PEDICURE FILE

This new product is for cleaning healthy and 

overgrown nails and the cuticles around the 

nail.



NEW! STAMPING PLATES
BOTANIC
Fabulous decorations in seconds! We hide the flowers of the spring in our new 

stamping plate which will guarantees you the success in the season of spring-

summer. Use this unique and special plates for creating decorations in just a 

heartbeat which can cover the whole nailplate.

This plate has 12 different new pattern.

NEW!
NEW! SILICONE TIPTAPE
Silicone Tape for nail art 
tips 
Double sided tape, reusable. The lenght is 1 meter, the thickness is 1mm. This is 

the perfect choicefor display books and our new Crystal Demo Plate.

CN advise: If the tape what you using has lost of the stickiness you only have 

to do is wipe it or wash it and it will be good as new!

This nail was made with the new 1S88 Creamy Cranberry

One Step CrystaLac and the new Botanic Stamping Plates by 

Alexandra Méhész.
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NEW!
MOISTURISING
HAND, FOOT AND 
BODY LOTION

30ml – 30ml –250ml – 250ml – 

NEW! TUTTI-FRUTTI LOTION (LIMITED)

This magnificent promegranate and grapefruit scented 

skin care lotion contains aloe vera, rosemary, cocoa butter 

and a special jojoba oil.

NEW! BEAUTIFUL BLOSSOM LOTION (LIMITED)

This impressive magnolia scented skin care lotion contains 

vitamins, cocoa butter, jojoba oil, rosemary and aloe vera. 

NEW! VANILLA LOTION - RICH

This extraordinary vanilla scented skin care lotion contains 

cocoa butter, vitamins, aloe vera and shea butter.

NEW! STRAWBERRY LOTION - RICH

This special strawberry scented skin care lotion contains 

shea butter, jojobaoil, cocabutter and aloe vera.
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This selection contains 12 

pieces which is includes the 

followings (in 30ml):

Tutti Frutti, Beautiful 

Blossom, Strawberry Rich, 

Vanilla Rich. This Box can 

transform to a display.



NEW!
DISPLAY – Royal Gel, 3 STEP
and ONE STEP CrystaLac kits
Four new spring colors in a beautiful box that can be transformed into a display in a few moves. 

Just take the bottles and the crown out and lay the box down. Put your favorite colored gels and 

CrystaLacs on your table as the best decor!
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NEW! FANTASY LAND 3 STEP

CRYSTALAC KIT 4x4ml

NEW! FAIRY TALE 3 STEP

CRYSTALAC KIT 4x4ml

NEW! SECRET GARDEN ONE STEP 

CRYSTALAC KIT 4x4ml

NEW! NEVERENDING STORY

ROYAL GEL KIT 4x4,5ml

New! 3S119

New! 3S123

New! 1S86

New! R154

New! 3S120

New! 3S124

New! 1S87

New! R155

New! 3S121

New! 3S125

New! 1S88

New! R156

New! 3S12

New! 3S126

New! 1S89

New! 157
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2020 SPRING-SUMMER / NEW! KÉSZLETEK
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